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U./ This summary of research studies in science education is the

fourth* annual listing which has grown out of a cooperative project

involving the National Association for Research in Science Teaching

and the Office of Education. Forty-six studies are reported in

this summary for 1953.

Report forms and criteria for pertinent research studies were

mailed to research leaders throughout the Nation in November 1953.

As reports were received the summaries were prepared from the data

given. No attempts were made to evaluate the quality of the re-

search studies. The statements in the summaries of research studies

were , except in a few instances, as reported by the author. The

reports were sent to the Office of Education for the purpose of

bringing research studies to the attention of those who seek such

information.

Persons who know of related studies which were completed

during 1953 but which are not included in this listing are urged

to bring them to the attention of the Office of Education. These

studies will then be included in the next annual listing.

The information given concerning each study includes, wherever

possible, the following items in the order given: author (surname

first), title of study, "non-thesis" or degree if a thesis, year*

study was completed, institution where study was carried out, pages

in the complete report, and source from which copy of the complete

study may be obtained. This is followed by a statement of the

problem or problems, methods used, sources of data, statistical

treatment used, and major findings. Full information can be ob-

tained best from the source given in the summary.

Since this is a service project, suggestions concerning ways

to make the summaries of increased help will be appreciated.

This summary of research studies for 1953 was prepared through

the cooperation of Dr. Kenneth E. Brown and Dr. Paul E. Blackwood

of the U.S. Office of Education. Dr. Philip G. Johnson of Cornell.

University assisted with editorial work in preparation of the sum-

maries.

44tk *Copies of 1950 and 1951 listings may be obtained from the

0 Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of

1)
Education, Washington 25, D. C. The 1952 listing appears

9
in Science Education, Vol. 38, No, 1, February 1954.
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ADEGBITE, JOSEPH ADEJUMOBI. Science Education and Developmental

Tasks of Nigerian Youth. Ed.r, 1953, Columbia University. 200 pp.

Library, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.

Problem or Problems.--To identify the developmental tasks of Ni-

gerian youth as they seek to prepare themselves for adult life in

a changing culture2_00-The tasks identified were analyzed for impli-

cations for improV7Ment of education of science teachers for Ni-

gerian secondary schools.

Steps or Methods.--An opinionaire, supplemented by interviews, was

employed to gather data concerning developmental tasks of adoles-

cents. The opinionaire, consisting of 68 items, Teas administered

to a sample of 120 boys in the upper four classes of the secondary

school of the Baptist Academy, Lagos (Nigeria) , by the principal

and the staff of the science department. The date, obtained from

the 116 completed returns were tallied', tabulated, and analyzed

by categories for thbt-i implications for successful learning (or

otherwise) of the developmental tasks indicated. Based upon this

analysis, implications for science teaching and for teacher educa-

tion were drawn, and recommendations made.

Sources of Data.--Opinionaire and interviews.

Statistical Treatment.--Analysis by categories.

Major finding s.- -The responses to the questions and statements com-

prising the opinionaire indicated a lack of adequate mastery of

developmental tasks, and revealed the' need to make the teaching of

science functional in order to help adolescents learn these tasks.

The only category of developmental tasks learned effectively was

that of "acquiring information" on physical phenomena. The other

nine categories of developmental tasks identified in the school

setting as set up in the study were (1) science interests, (2)

hobbies and handicrafts, (3) games and sports, Oil sex education

and preparation for marriage, (5) health information, (6) vocation,

(7) race and tribal relations, (6) intellectual maturity and value

building, and (9) independence from adults.

The study also revealed that secondary schools of Nigeria

would be required, at least for some years to come, to deal with

developmental tasks of early adulthood.

********

ALSTON, FRANK HOWARD. A Study of Science Interests of Pupils in

Grades Nine Through Twelve at Hillside High School, Durham, North

Carolina, M.A., 1953, North Carolina College. 52 pp. Library,

North Carolina College, Durham.

Problem or Problems.--(1) To determine the science subject areas

and activities in which boys and girls express high and low interests.

(2) To determine: (a) whether or not significant relationships
existed among the interests in the three science areas sampled by
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the interest index; and (b) whether or not science interests were
related to interests in reading and manipulative activities. (3)

To determine whether or' not the average marks made by students in

science were related to their interests in science. (4) To dis-
cover the extent to which opportunities were provided in the school
for pupils to explore their expressed interests in science.

Steps or Methods. --(l) The results of an intarest index administered
to 100 students in grades nine through twelve were analyzed for
characteristic interests of boys and girls. (2) Central tendency
statistics were used to determine the general characteristics of
the data and product-moment correlations were run in an effort to
uncover important relationships between the several categories of
data on interests. (3) The group was divided into upper, middle,
and lower thirds on the basis srof the average mark in science ob-
tained by pupils and the basis of expressed interests in science.
Comparisons of these subgroups were made. (4) A check list of out-
standing interests of students was compared with a list of sdLence
activities in the school.

Sources of Data.--Interviews, questionnaires, and P.E.A. Interest
Index.

Statistical Treatment.--Mean, coefficient of correlation, and com -

parison of frequencies.

Major FindJngs.--(1) The strongest interests of boys were in physi-
cal science (75.7 percent), biology (72.1 percent), and manipula-
tive activities (61.5 percent). (2) The strongest interests of
girls were in biology (67.3 percent), and reading (59.9 percent).
(3) The boys as a group exhibited less variability in their dis-
likes for mathematics than the girls, although the girls as a
group disliked a larger number of the mathematics activities than

the boys. (4) Correlations between physical science and mathema-
tics interests of boys were high and significant (.94) , indicating
a'strong relationship. For girls, an obtained correlation of :77
suggested a moderate relationship between physical science and
manipulative interests of girls. (5) Low and negligible correla-
tions were obtained for mathematics and manipulative activities of
girls (.18). (6) The girls exhibited a greater tendency than the
boys toward verbalistic activities; but the boys, more than the
girls, exhibited a tendency toward manipulative activities. (7)

Obtained correlations between biology and physical science,..70
for girls and ,54 teir boys suggested a moderate relationship be-
tween these two groups of activities. (8) There was apparently
little or no relationship between the interests of the students
and their average achievement marks in science.

********

AR N, ELMER HOWARD ROBERT. The Prediction of Academic Success in
Ten Selected Science Areas at the University of Washington. Ed.D.,
1953, University of Washington. 217 pp. Library, University of
Washington, Seattle.
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Problem or Problems.--(1) IThether the addition of three reading
test variables to the eight predictor variables employed by Angell

et al. improves the prediction of first-year academic success in

ten selected science areas at the University of Washington. (2)

'Ihether the elaborate and time-consuming methods commonly employed

in multi-variable prediction studies can be shortened without loss

in' accuracy. 0) Which of three regression equations derived by

the short6r method of calculation gives the most accurate predic-

tion in the ten selected areas? (4) How accurately can first-year
,university grades in the ten sblected areas be predicted with the

eleven predictor variables employed?

Steps or Methods.--Composite Data Sheet, Control Sheet, I.B.M. Pro-

cedure, Correlation Work Sheet, Basic Intercorrelation Matrix, Ap-

plication of the Multiple Regression Method, the Three Regression

Equations, and verification and comparison of the Regression Equa-

tions.

Sources of Data.--Control groups and other statistical studies.

Statistical Treatment.--Analysis of variance and covariance.

Major Findings.--(1) The Multiple Regression Method promises to

make multi-variable prediction studies practical without a loss in

accuracy, and addition of more predictor variables is no longer

prohibitive.. (2) Use of a basic matrix in study similar to one

discussed is justified. (3) No single item of information on
freshmen students affords an adequate index of ability to do ef-

ficient college work. (4) The application of the differential

Prediction of academic success in different university subject

`areas promises a better academic adjustment of students and re-

duction of university failures. (5) The addition of 3 reading test

variables from reading section of the Cooperative English Test to

the 8 predictors employed in the 2-year study of the 1947 group

did not appear to improve the 1950 prediction of first-year aca-

demic success in the ten selected science areas by an appreciable

amount. (6) The true contribution of reading cannot be evaluated

in terms of the difference between Re (1...11) and Bc (1...8), for

reading is incorporated in the other 8 variables employed. (7)

The maximum multiple correlation coefficient is statisticily pos-

sible. In terms of the reliability of the variables involved, it

has been reached in a number of the ten science areas selected.

If all students always worked up to capacity; if there were some
way of knowing how much time, energy, and intelligent application
each student devoted to his studies, and if instructors used more

objective methods of appraising student achievement, still further

reduction in the errors of prediction appears possible. (8) In the

determination of the regression equations for the selected areas
the accuracy of the predictions was not affected when the indepen-
dent variable sigmas and means of the "all university group,"

rather than those of the criterion group, were used. (9) In all

the selected science areas where more than 100 cases were available

the accuracy of the predictions, in terms of the differences.be-
tween the actually achieved and predicted grades, was well within
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the limits of the calculated standard errors of estimate. (10) The

1950 regression equation, derived to predict average university
grades in chemistry, engineering, geology, home economics, physics,

and zoology should, within the limits claimed, prove applicable to

future freshman groups at the University of Washington. Until the

1950 regression equations in biology, botany, forestry, and phar-

macy are revised by the addition of more cases from subsequent

freshman groups, future predictions within the 1950 standard errors

of prediction may be expected. (11) As the validity of the varia-

bles involved in the 1950 study may be expected to undergo changes,

a periodic evaluation of future predictions made with the 1950 re-

gression equations will be essential.

********

BALCZIAK, LOUIS WILLIAM. The Role of the Laboratory and Demonstra-

tion in College Physical Science in Achieving the Objectives of

General Education. Ph.D., 1953, University of Minnesota: 176 pp.

Library, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

Problem or Problems.--To determine the relative effectiveness of

the demonstration, the combined demonstration and the individual,

and the individual methods of conducting laboratory work in a

course in physical science designed for general education purposes.

_Steps Methods.--The method was that of a controlled modern ex-

periment making use of a 2 x 3 randomized block design and the

techniques of the analysis of variance and covariance. The experi-

ment continued throughout the academic year and involved 1411 stu-

dents arranged at random into 6 sections. Three outcomes were

measured: science information, scientific attitudes, and labora-

tory performance.

Sources of Data.--Experimental groups and control groups.

Statistical Treatment. ----Analysis of variance and covariance.

Major Findings. --- Significant gains were made under each of the

three methods in science information and in laboratory performance.

Only under the individual method was there a significant gain in

scientific attitude. There was a significant increase in varia-

bility on the laboratory performance test in one section of each

of the three methods. There was no significant difference in

means among the several methods in the three outcomes measured.

********

BARNETT, SUE ;!:ALONE. A Study of Our Marine Environment as a Florida

Resource to be Used in the Elementary Science Program. M.-S., 1953,

Florida State University. 95 pp. (copy of study not available).

Problem or Problems.--To determine the possibilities of using the
marine environment in enriching'the elementary science program,



Steps or Methods.--(1) A course in marine biology. (2) Many field

trips to coast. (3) Stocking and maintaining aquaria. (4) Exper-

ience with elementary children.

Sources of Data.--Field work, reference books, and periodicals.

Statistical Treatment.--None.

Na or Extensive knowledgb in biology and ecology

is not necessary for profitable utilization of marine materials

in the elementary science program. (2) A study of marine life

will enrich the science program in the elementary school.

********

CALD1:ELL, LOREN THOMAS. A Determination of the Earth Science

Principles Desirable for Inclusion in the Science Program of Gen-

eral Education in the Secondary School. Ed.D., 1953, Indiana

University. 199 pp. Library, Indiana University, Bloomington.

Problem or Problems.--(1) To derive from an analysis of published

materials in the earth sciences those principles which may

used in the science program of general education in the secondary

school. (2) To determine the relative importance of earth science

principles whiCh are desirable for inclusion in the science Pro-

gram of general education in the secondary school.

Ste s or Methods.--This investigation consisted of three phases.

1 The compilation of source materials in the earth sciences.

(2) An analysis of selected earth science sources for statements

of tentative earth science principles. (3) The determination of

the relative importance of earth science principles which are

desirable for inclusion in the science program of general educa-

tion in the secondary school. The relative importance of the

earth science principles was determined by five science educatdrs

who have furnished outstanding leadership in the teaching of

science.

Sources of Data, --Reference books, periodicals, and textbooks.

Statistical Treatment.--Comparison of frequencies.

HalorFinliDEE.--In all, 332 nrinciples of the earth sciences were

derived from an analysis of all sources of materials in this in-

vestigation. On the basis of the independent ratings by a jury of

evaluators, 296 of these 332 principles were judged to be desirable

for inclusion in the science program of general education in the

secondary school. Of these 296 desirable earth science principles,

191 earth science principles were judged as highly desirable and

105. were judged as desirable. There were 123 which related pri-

marily to the area of geology, 60 to physical geography (including

weather and climate), 60 to the area of astronomy, and 5.3 to the

area of the scientific aspeCts of conservation.

********

Sir



CONRAD, HALLIE M. Science Practices Used by Selected Elementary
Teachers. M. A., 1953, Ball State Teachers College. 51 pp.
Library, Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana.

Problemsor Problems.--Who is responsible for teaching elementary
science, where and when is it taught, what equipment is available,
and what is further needed to improve a science program in the ele-

mentary grades?

Steps b Methods.--Data for the study were obtained from seven
science supervisors and thirty-five elementary science teachers
located in Cleveland, Ohio; Louisville, Kentucky; Fort Wayne,
Indiana; Richmond, Indiana; and. New Castle, Indiana. Elementary
teachers were interviewed and observed in their classrooms, and
each submitted information relative to their science practices
on a questionnaire constructed by the investigator. This infor-
mation was tabulated showing practices of selected elementary
science teachers in rank order of importance.

Nub,

bvurces of Data.--Interviews and observations of teachers.

Statistical Treatment. - -Mean, comparison of frequencies, and rank

order.

Major Findings. - -(l) Homeroom teachers were responsible for nearly
all of the science taught in kindergarten through the sixth grade.
(2) A definite science period each week was characteristic of

more than ore-half of the teachers interviewed. (3) Movable tables
and chairs in the classrooms made group work much easier. (4) More

than one half of the science equipffient was stored in storage rooms.
(5) Science books and magazines were used extensively in all schools

observed. (6) Five science units ranked in order of importance to
35 elementary science teachers were: plants, weather, health and
safety, animals, and air. (7) The farm, a walk, the dairy, parks,
and the airport were considered the most important places for
field trine (8) More time to plan, more time to teach science,
more trained teachers in elementary science, and more integration
of science work were outstanding suggestions for needed science
improvement. There is definite science work being done in selected
schools where the curriculum had been judged successfully for many
years.

********

COOK, ROBERT A Suggested Science Room Design for Nebraska
Schools. M.A., 1953, University of Nebraska. 109 pp. Library,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Problem or Problems.--To develop a design for an adequate science
classroom in which general science, biology, physics, chemistry,
or other high school science offering may be satisfactorily taught,

Step or Methods.--The author used selected school visitation,
conference? correspondence, and other techniques to accumulate
basic data on science room design.
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Sources of Data.--Interviews, reference books, periodicals, visita-

tion to see facilities, and worksheets.

Statistical Treatment.--Mean and median.

Major Findin 8.--A room design for general science, biology,

.physics and c emistry classes with adjoining storerooms was

proposed.

********

DeLOACH, WILL S. General Chemistry Textbook Prices, 19P$ -51.

Non-thesis, 1953, Arkansas State Teachers College. 2'pp. Author,

Arkansas State Teachers College, Conway.

Problem or Problems.--Investigation of the "real cost" of college

general chemistry textbooks published 1925-51. Prices of the

books were adjusted to allow for variation in purchasing price of

the dollar.

Steps or Methods-- A survey of prices of textbooks from the liter-

ature flaaTtiIP5:51.

Sources of Data.--Reference books and periodicals.

Statistical Treatment.--None.

Maj or Findings. --- "Real cost" of college general chemistry textbooks

rose during depression years, then declined, and in 1951 was at its

lowest (except for one year).

********

DIETRICH, MARY ALICE. A Suggested Course of Study for Introductory

College Biology, with an Emphasis on the Study of Living Material.

Ph.D., 1953, Cornell 'university. 173 pp. Library, Cornoll Univer-

sity, Ithaca, New York.

Problem or Problems.--To provi't4 specific suggestions for a course

in introductory college biology, which is concerned with the study

of living materials. The apparent need for such suggestions came

to the author's attention after several years of experience of

teaching in several institutions.

Steps or Methods.--Consultation of literature including biology

textbooks and laboratory manuals, current periodical literature,

and theses.

Sources of Data.--Reference books, periodicals, and textbooks.

Statistical Treatment.--eNone.

Ma or Findinzs.--The course outlined in this thesis could be
adapted to local situations and would give an instructor help in
including living materials in courses in biology and in overcoming

the obstacles of limited time and space.
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DUBINS, MORTIMEP IRA. Current Practices in Elementary School Science

with Reference to Courses of Study Published from 1940 to 1952, and

the Extent of Activities Undertaken for the Improvement of Instruc-

tion. Ed.D., 1953, Boston University. 543 pp. Library, Boston

University, Boston, Massachusetts.

Problem or Problems.--(1) To determine the content of several

courses of study in elementary school science published since 1940.

(2) To determine what was being done for the improvement of elemen-

tary science instruction. (3) To make available a source of infor-

mation concerning the present practices in instruction in science

in the elementary schools of the United States.

Steps or Methods.--(1) List of courses of study in'elementary science

published from 1940-1952 was compiled. (2) Courses of study. were

obtained. (3) Courses of stueecT were subjected to a topical analysis

°involving five major areas of the environment divided into 34 sub-

areas which in turn were divided into topics. (U) Science orinci -'

pies suitable' for instruction in the elementary school were sought

and their frequency of occurrence recorded. (5) Objectives were
analyzed and activities for pupils and materials for instruction

were tabulated. (6) Transmittal of inquiry forms to a stratified

random sample involving State Departments of Education, science

educators and members of a direct request sample: (.7) Analysis of

returned inquiry forms.

Sources of Data.--Courses of study and questionnaires.

Statietical Treatment.--Coefficient of correlation.

Major Findings. ---(1) A topical subject matter content guide was

developed as an encyclopedia of topics logically presented, and at

the same time a report of nresent practice. (2) Less than 4 percent

of the 476 major topics reoccurred in over half of the 163 grade-

courses of study. Slightly less than one sixth of the major topics

reoccurred in from 25 to 49 percent of the grade-courses of study.

(3) The more than 450 topics pylabsent in the courses of study in
elementary science reveal confusian in what subject matter to teach.

(4) Evidence of grade placement of several major topics was dis-

covered. (5) Doubt and confusion exists as to what principles
should be taught in the elementary school. (6) Larger cities are

more likely to publish a course of study in elementary science,

to employ consultants in making a course of study and to hold

science conferences and workshops for the elementary school tea-

cher. (7) Most of the states have colleges which are presenting

ti orkshops in science for the elementary teacher. (8) Fewer than

.10 percent of the states have agencies which publish pamphlets in

science for the elementary school teacher.

#34-1..*****

ELLIOTT, JAMES NcFARLAND. An Evaluation of Certain Courses in

Relation to Understanding of. Principles in a Biological Science

Course. Ed.D., 1953, Michigan State College. 443 pp. Library,

Vlichigan State College, East Lansing.
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Problem or Problems.--(1) To obtain from the staff of the Denartment
of Biological Science an evaluation of the content of the "Biologi-
cal Science Lecture Syllabus" relative to an understanding of the
principles presented in the course and (2) to derive fro A these data
certain inferences and generalizations having implicattOns for (a)

the objectives of biological science, (b) the "minimum essentials"
concept as it relates to biological science, (c) revision of
the "Biological Science Lecture Syllabus" and the "Study Guide for
Biological Science," (d) the examination program in biological
science, and (e) the preparation of laboratory studies for biologi-
cal science.

Steps or Methods.--(1) Construction of the rating instrument. (2)

Administration of the instrument. (3) Analysis of evaluations ob-
tained by means of the instrument. (4) Determination of reliability
of the rating instrument. (5) Formulation of conclusions and educa-
tional implications.

Sources of Data.--Expert judgments and questionnaires.

Statistical Treatment.--Coefficient of correlation.

I4a or Findings. - -It was possible to conclude that, in the opinion
of the teaching staff, the "Biological Science Lecture Syllabus"
contains facts which contr4bute in varying degree toward an under-
standing of principles preented in the course. Furthermore, the
staff of the Departmeint of Biological Science, acting collectively,
was able to identify the factual elements of the course in the
order of the importance of contribution toward an understanding of
principles.

This study indicated that the lecture syllabus does not treat
adequately, by comparison, all of the principles presented in the
study glaide. This study not only indicates areas where revision
is particularly needed, but that it also provides information con-
cerfling the general nature of the change.

The-content of the lecture syllabus does not adequately con-
tribute toward the attainment of the course objective "to acquire
knowledge of some of the basic laws (principles) of biology" if it
is assumed that this contribution must take the form of an adequate
contribution by the syllabus content toward and understanding of
the principles presented in the study guide.

Data support the contention that by means of a t9.etailed
analysis of a course of study it is possible to marshall the factual
elements of course content into orderly support of the major con-
cepts and principles upon which the course is based.

********

FISHER, CARL M. A Plan to Improve Science. Education in the Mainland
High School, Daytona Beach, Florida. M.S. 1953. Florida State
University. 43 pp. Library, Florida State University, Tallahassee.

No review provided.



FRANKS, CLFVELAND JAMES. The Organization, Installation, Imple-
mentation, and Administration of a Course in Physical Science
Designed for General Fducation at the Morgan State College. Fe.D.
1953, Columbia University. 212 pp. Library, Teachers College,
Columbia University, NOWYork, New York.

Problem or Probles.--(1) :That are the types of situations, problems
and interests most likely to challenge the individual in the course
of his living in a democratic society, and how are these related to
our institutions and ways of living? (2) What kinds of abilities
and traits do we seek to develop in our students as we help them to
prepare for effective participation in our society?

Steps or Methods.--A two-year experimental science program was de-
veloped from student's real problems and interests. This course
was offered to bur classes for two years and compared with the
traditional physical science survey course which was offered simul-
taneously to four classes. Both courses were evaluated and conclu-
sions were based on the findings.

Sources of Data.--Experimental groups.

Statistical Treatment.--None.

Major Findings. --For most non-science majors, a different kind of
course is needed from the specialized courses provided in the
various science departments. The "block-and-gap" approach is better
than the superficial survey or diluted orthodox science course.
Student suggestions and criticisms can be of value in locating
weaknesses in a program designee for general education science.
The general education science program should be flexible enough
to allow the teacher to capitalize on the special interests and
capacities of the pupils.

********

Library, University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

printed material which these persons designated as containing sub-

level? (2) How well are these principles being learned from active
participation in American life, as from school; club work, reading,

desirable?

practicing conservationists in the area of soil anel water conserva-
tion

Soil and Vater Conservation for Inclusion in the Secondary

and water conservation should be developed at the secondary school

listening to radio, etc? (3) Do modifications of the secondary

ject matter and materials valuable for inclusion in the secondary

School Curriculum. Ph.D., 1953, University of Nebraska. 241 pp.

Problem or Proble.relq.-- (1) "hat principles within the area of soil

Steos or 11.ethods.--(1) Acquiring from specialists and recognized

GLIDDFN, HARLEY F. The identification and Evaluation of Principles

school curriculum in the areas of soil and water conservation seem

tion lists of available bulletins, monographs, pamphlets, and other
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school curriculum. (2) Analysis of these materials to determine

the principles contained or developed in the recommended material.

(3) Submission of the resulting list of principles to additional

specialists to check for accuracy of subject matter, for clarity of

statement, for omissions, duplications, and pertinent additions.

(4) Submission of the refined list of principles to two different

groups of specialists in education, science educators and secondary

school curriculum for evaluation of adaptability and importance for

the secondary school curriculum. (5) Statistical analysis of the

evaluations of the principles. (6) Elimination of undesirable

principles on the baSis of statistical data, (7) Preparation of a

test intended to measure knowledge and understanding of the more im-

portant and adaptable principles. (8) Fatablishment of the validity

and roliability and internal consistency of this test. (9) Revision

of the test to secure a valid and reliable test instrument. (10)

Administration of the revised test to first quarter freshmen to de-

termine the internal consistency and reliability of the final form

of the test, (111 Administration of the test to seniors in selected

secondary schools. (12) Analysis of test results to determine whether

or not the principles considered to be imnortant are now adequately

taught in the existing secondary .school curriculum or are being vi-

cariously learned through participation in American life.

Sources of Data,--Experimental groups, control groups, expert judg-

ments, questionnaires, pamphlets, and bulletins.

Statistical Treatment.--Mean, standard deviation, coefficient of

correlation, critical ratios Fisher's "t," comparison of frequencies,

analysis of variance and covariance, point biserial coefficient of

correlation, and a special rating technique.

Malorandings.--This study has contributed (1) A list of twenty-nine

bulletins, monographs, pamphlets, and other nrinted materials which

are of value as a part of the knowledge of all citizens. (2) A list

of sixty-six basic principles of soil and water conservation which

has been approved by both professional conservationists and profes-

sional educators. (3) A test intended to measure important facts .

and understandings in the area of soil and water conservation. (0 Evi

dence that professional science educators as a group do not differ

significantly from other professional educators in their judgment

of the importance and apnropriateness of principles of soil and

water conservation as guides to curriculum construction in secondary

schools. (5) No evidence that the size of population center or the

geographic region in which a school is located affects the knowledge

of soil and water conservation possessed by pupils in that school,

(6) Differences in knowledge of soil and water conservation, too

large to be attributed to chance, exitt between groups of high school

pupils enrolled in different schools. (7) The percent of mastery of

the principles of soil and water conservation as revealed by the test

used in this investigation ranged from 31.06 perceht.to 56.47 perdent

with an average for the thirty-three schools of 44.18 percent.

-********
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HARTSHORNE, JAMES MOTT. An Elementary Course in the Fundamentals of
.Radio Communications Designed for the Secondary School Level. M.S.,
1953, Cornell University. 174 pp. Library, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York.

Problem or Problems.--To develop a course in the fundamentals of
radio which would enrich the science program. The.co'urse would be
.designed for high School pupils who had completed a course in physics.

Steps or Methods.--Review of recent secondary school science texts
from the standpoint of basic electricity. Development of a course
of study including experiments.

Sources of Data. --- Reference books, periodicals, and textbooks.

Statistical Treatment.--None

Major Findings.--A course was suggested which could be completed in
18 .weeks if the class met for'li hour8 twice a week.

********

JACKSON, FERN I. Science Interests of Elementary Chaadren and
Activities Devised to Satisfy Their Interests. M.A., 1953, Ball
State Teachers'Col,lege. 81 pp. Library, Ball.State Teachers
College, ',11.1ncie, Indiana.

Problem or Problems. -- 'That are children's interests and needs in
science and how can one develop an instructional program that would
satisfy children's interests?

Steps or Methods.--Fifth-grade children, having had little or no
systematic science instruction in previous grades, participated in
the study. These children were observed on the playground, in the
classroom, and in many out-of-school situations in order to identify
their interests in science. Objects which children brought to school
were sources of information as to their concerns. Suggestions and
comments relating to science were recorded and analyzed by the in-
vestigator. After the children's interests were surveyed, an attempt
was made to plan science experiences which would help children solve
their problems. The children were given an active part in suggesting
Problems and in planning ways to solve them.

Sources of Data.--Interviews and observations.

Statistical Treatment.--None.

Major Findings.--Of greatest interest to fifth-grade children were
"Rocks." Other units were "Turtles,' "wiagnetism," "Electricity,'
"Sound and Hearing," "Air," and the "Earth's Surface."

********

JENSEN, JENS TRYGUE. Nuclear Energy - Basic Principles, Applications,
and Implications. Ed.D., 1953, Columbia University. 145 pp.
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Library, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, New York.

Problem or Problems.--To develop a resource unit,in atomic energy

for teachers of physical science.

Steps o:. ..,.:,hods--Through a study of the literature in the field,

material was compiled on (a) principles of nuclear energy, (b) pos-

sible uses of atomic energy, and (c) implications of these uses.

Sources of Data.--Feference books, periodicals, textbooks, and
personal experience.

Sts ti -ratment.--None

Major ..::-11:1;.,s.--Nuclear energy, although not at presentTeconomi-

( cally f.6asible, may become an important source of power. The use

1- of trac:rs is becoming increasingly important. The resource unit
in atcm_c energy should enrich the course in physical science.

********

JONES, DAVID GORDON. The Use of Rare or Unusual Materials to Incite
:and Individual Work in High School Biology. Ed.M. , 1953,

Cornell ,!niversity. 65 pp. Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

Probic ,)r ?roblems.--To collect unusual material for use in the
motivation of the study of biology.

Steps :Jr Methods.--Survey of the literature.

Sources of Data. --- Reference books, ieriodicals, and textbooks.

Statistical Treatment.--None

Major Findings.--The material collected was interesting to pupils:
It seemoc. to create a further interest in biology. The idea of
adventu JrI'd individual discovery was stressed in the material.

********

KAIKOW, 71,1.:7jE. The Legal and Administrative-Status of Conservation
Educat1on 1-Li the United States. Ph.D. , 1953, Columbia University.
Library, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, New York.

Problem or Problems.--To determine the extent to which conservation
education has been given official as well as unofficial recognition
and to determine the type of material taught as conservation in this

country.

Steps or (--)thods.--(l) questionnaires. (2) Interviews. (3) Study of
courses of study. (4) Periodical reports. (5) Other printed sources.
(6) Personal observations. (7) Publications of interested organiza.r;'.
tions.
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Sources of Data.--uestionnaires, courses of study, interviews,

reference books, periodicals, expert judgments, and personal obser-
vation.

Statistical Treatmcmt.--None.

Major Findin7s.--Eeven States have mandatory legislation on conser-

vation education. Not all follow the letter of the law. Twenty-five

States Plus the District of Columbia have an official administrative

policy on conservation education. Of the rest, three are in the pro-

cess of transition to a definite policy status. In a few States the
conservation authorities carry the burden of conservation education.

In only a relatively few States is total conservation taught. Empha-

Sis is only en a few resourcas, usually organic or renewable in char-

acter. Exhaustible resources are largely ignored.

********

LORBEER, GEORGE COLE. A Determination of Certain Changes in Parental
Understandings, Attitudes, and Interests as Compared with Those of

Their High School Children Following a Teaching Unit in Atomic Energy

Ea.D., i953, University of Illinois. 138 pp. Library, University of
Illinois, Urbana.

Problem or ProblemF).--To test the hypothesis that certain parental

knoTfiledgas, opinions, and interests would result from an instructional.

unit taught to high school children. The study sought specifically
to determine if any measurable changes in understandings, attitudes,

and interests in the parents would accompany comparable changes in

their high school children.

Steps or lethods.--The study was an ,experimental- control type. One

high school served as an experimental school; the other as a control.
273 students were used in both schools. (1) All the parents of both
groups were pre-tested on an atomic energy questionnaire. (2) All

the students involved in the study were given the same test. (3) A

two-week unit on atomic energy was taught in the experimental school.

(4) All the students were given a final test covering the same item.
(5) The parents of both groups were given a post test, also using
the same items.

Sources of Data.---ieference books, periodicals, experimental groupsr
control groups, interviews, and questionnaires.

Statistical Treatment.--Chi square, Fisher's "t," coefficient of
correlation, mean, and standard deviation.

Major r11-flngs.--(1) Significant differences were found that would

seem t, ulicate that substantial parent education had been achieved
through the indirect method provided for in this study. (2) The

parents of the experimental group acquired a measure of new facts
and understandings, changed a' few of their opinions, and altered
some of their appraisals in the area of this investigation. Their

gains in these items were significantly greater than those of the



contr of parents. (3) Twenty-one factors were isolated to
see if showed any significant differences. None of these did.
Such tte:rIS as intelligence rating, scholasti-; ability, and religious
affiliation were a few of the items tested. (4) Data from the files
(subjective judgment) showed that the highest quartile of parents in
gains .!/-.e much "closer" to their children than were the re-

Throe-quarters.

LUCOW, HARRISON. The Use of Analysis of Variance in Estimat-
ing the Components of Variation in an Experimental Study of Learning:
Textbook-Centered vs. Laboratory-Centered Approach in the Teaching of
Introductory High School Chemistry. Ph.D. , 1953, University of Min -

nesota. 232 pp. Library, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

Probl Iroblems.--To determine the effect of two different methods
of in,y,_:2uction ,Ipon individual differences.

Stec.; ethod.--Two independe liel experiments were the

a.-1 accelerated course e college preparatory students,
the non-accelerated and 3tudeni, not preparing to enter col-lege.
Analya of variance was used to interpret the data.

Sources of Data.--Experimental groups and control groups.

Statistical Treatment.--Analysis of variance and covariance.

Major Findings.--Vith accelerated pupils, the textbook-centered ap-
proach ar.a the laboratory-centered apnroach both produced statistical-
ly significant increase in variation. However, the laboratory-cen-
tered aproach produced greater variation. With non-accelerated pu-
pils, tho laboratory-centered approach was superior to the textbook-
centered a:)proach in producing a statistically significant increase
in variation. Both methods, produced significant changes in mean
achievements. The techniques of component analysis were demonstrated
and confidence intervals were set un for various comoonents of varia-

tion.

'r *

MA SH, MARJORY B. Content Analysis of Selected Elementary Science
Courses of Study Compared with Content tcommended by Some Select
Expert Teachers of Elementary Science. M.A., 1953, Ball State Te%-
chers College. 40 pp. Library, Ball State Teachers College, '2,funcie,
Indiana.

Problem or Problems.--How does the content of selected courses of
study compare with the contents which experts prefer in an elementary
science program?

Steps or iyiethods.--The'cOntent of nineteen courses of study, place:
in use since 1915, was' compared with the contents desired by 35 ele-
mentary science teachers considered expert in science. A checli,
npnparod by tho tnvootigator served as an instrument for obtainln

;A:lave %o the content in sciencaidb
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Sources of Data.--Courses of study and expert judgments.

Statistical Treatment.--Comparison of frequencies.

Pindings.--Teachers considered as experts in elementary science
preferred the following: (1) Curriculum Guide in Elementar Science
to Ccv_zrse of Study as a title; 2, a vertical column organization on
paper 8.: by 11" and bound at the left; (3) a general section of the
course of study containing a list of scientific attitudes, a list of
possible sources- of materials, a list of objectives, well developed
resource units, suggestions for the use of free, and inexpensive ma-
terials, and a general bibliography; (4) some kind of units: learninf
or resource; (5) a list of visual aids, and (6) units on electridity,
livin- ?.leather and climate, simple machines, animals, birds,
magnetism, insets, sound, and light.

The teachers regarded the ten most essential units of the ele-
-Lence nrogram to include: electricity, living things,

weat elimate, astronomy, simole machines, plants, animals,
conservation, and health.

::es of study in elementary science placed in use since 1945
well especially in subject matter, with the preference

of considered expert in the field of science. The greatest
disa2ee3rit is in the general contents of the courses of study and
the

**4,.*****

CUL3FTT, JR. Developing an Orientation for the General
Education Teacher with a Special Competence in Science. Ed.D. , 1953,
Columbia University. 139 pp. Author, 352 Meadowbrook Avenue, Eaton-
town, -:,ew Jersey.

Prot_ or Problems.--(1) To develop a useful ioattern of educational
thec2y for the general education teacher who possesses a special com-
T)ete,-1e in the sciences. (2) To discover new types of educational
expeionces which are better suited to present day needs than the ex-
periences commonly found in college science classes.

Steps or -ethods.--(1) Study of the factors which have brought about
the demanl. for 'General Education,' and discussion of each, grouped
unde rhe cfeneral headings (a) sociological factors, (b) philosophical
fact::_, .nd (c) psychological factors. (2) Review of the literature
desc.:.ion_; many of the new science-related courses which have been
developed.

Sources of Data.--Courses of study, reference books, periodicals,
exnert judgments, i.nd textbooks.

Treatment.--None.

:4ajof Inflngs.--A study of the developmental tasks of young people,
the T)resent needs of society, and the facts of educational psychology,
suggests the need for new kinds of educational experiences in college
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eee. A few of these new kinds of experiences can be dis-
33::16 of the science classes designed for general education.

TsIve general education science courses are analyzed to

cover tie Ir..inds of experience which students have in these classes.

Those eeaetional experiences which seem best suited to helping young

people in our society with their developmental tasks are suggested as

appropriate for use by the general education teacher.

********

The Status of General Biology in the General Edu-

cation x'i:fard of Colleges and Universities in Arizona, Colorado,

Kansas, Tebraska, Ne,e Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. M.A., 1953, Colo-

rado State College of Education. 95 pp. Library, Colorado State
College of Education, Greeley.

Probler: e7 reoblems.--To establish the status in course content and

methods eral biology in the general education programs of col-

leges anc Sri varsities in seven Southilestern States

ethods.--The data for this study were obtained by use of a

questionnaire. A letter was sent to the director of admissions of
each of the 119 institutions found in the seven southwestern States

asking tho participation of that institution and explaining briefly

the pur-e.e: 4:1-le study. A postcard was enclosed for convenience

in reple . 2.:1s :1,. institutions agreeing to take part in the study

were bet 0-.-1Jae short-answer tree of questionnaire containing
23 questions.

A total of 70 institutions or 58.82 percent of the four-year
institutions in the seven States agreed to take part in the study.

A number declined because general biology was not included in the

curriculum of their schools.

Al2 'our -year institutions were included. No effort was made

to segre -7e on basis of enrollment, teachers college or liberal

arts, or colored in order to give an overall picture of the

status D": ,eneral biology in the Southwest.

Sources of Data.--Questionnaire.

Statistical Treatment.--None reported.

Eajor Findings -- General biology is a part of the general education

program in 84.69 percent of the institutions represented in this

study. e. number of institutions not represented in the study are

elanniree7 to add general education programs and general biology as a
kart of '`,.nt program in the near future.

S..e.u-t-eo of the sixty-four institutions list general biology

as either a definite requirement or a strongly recommended course

for all non-science majors. In a few cases botany or zoology may be

substituted for biology.
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General biology is offred as a freshman course in most insti-

tutions T. ith some placing it during the first two year::.

Labora4,ory is a part of the general biology course in 30.64

oercent of the institutions responding to the questionnaire.

The general biology course is a one-semester course for. ,f ).1r

credit hours (semester hours) in the majority of the institulons,

and 82.85 oercent of the instructors in the institutions re;;

by tflis E,tudy were men,--41.42 percent hold the rank of 15rofessor or

its equivalent. Assistant professors and instructors each make up

20 percent of the total and associate professors 17.14 percent.

Eighteen different texts were used in the 53 institutions list-

ing their texts. No one text could be listed asHoeing the, one used

by a majority of the institutions. Twenty-eight different scientific

publications were listed as valuable for, additional student reading.

Both science and non-science instructors felt general biology

fitted the student need in the general education program better than

did a more specialized science. The method of teaching would vary

with-the instructor, the students and. the institutional needc.

********

MILLER, CLARENCE ECKMAN. Utilization of p.hotography to Enrich and

Motivate the Biology Curriculum of Lewis and Clark High School'. M.7d.

1953. University of Washington, Seattle.

No review provided.

NELSON, VERNOF RONALD. The Desigt1 and Construction of the

Viewer. Ed.D., 1953, University of Colorado. 23 pp. Library,

University of Colorado, Boulder.

Problem or Problems.--Ta design and construct an electronic-aud-

visual device which would give to the mUsic. student set'

experience in the development and perfection of pitch, :c1

quality control.

Steps or Methods.--(1) Design of instrument. (2) Construct

instrument. (3) Testing of instrument.

Sources of Data.--Reference books, periodicals,%and textbooks.

Statistical_Treatment.--None.

Lia1=E1DIABEA:--In addition to its uses' in the study of the pitch,

volume, and quality 6f musical sounds, the audio-viewer will show

the effects of posture, relaxation, controlled breathing, vibrato,

and embouchure. It may be used as a tuning device, permitting mass

tuning, or to demonstrate such musical and physical phenomena as beats

harmonic analysis', tone synthesis,-and resonance.
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NEIIS014 OAE,L RAY. .General Education Science in Methodist-Related

Junior and .Senior Colleges. Ph.D., 1953, George -0eabodyiCollegel

Library, George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee.
.

Problem:orPro.blems.--To determine the present status, content and

objectives, procedures of instruction, and the amount of religion

and philoso-ohy An general education science courses in Methodist-

related juniors and senior colleges.

Steps or -.e,--)hods..--(1) Search of literature. (2) Study of college

Catal0'.>. questionnaires. (4) Study of textbooks. (5) 'Personal

-corres-:Jondence.- (6) School visitation.

Source. :f 'Cata.--Textbooks, courses of study, interviews, and ques-

tionaL z.

Statistical. Treatment. --Coefficient of correlation and comparison of

frequencies. '

Major .71Indings.--Most school's offer general education courses. Of

the coy ryes recommended for non-science majors, 47 percent were one

year in .length and 36 percent were one semester in length. Classes

were usually very large (45 students) Courses consisted primarily

of physics. Thirty-eight percent of instructors had Ph.D. Few `'were

employed. to teach only general education school courses.

***it****

OXENDINE, HERBERT GRANTHAN, and BEAD, JOHN GAMMON. The Grade Place-

ment of the Physical Science Principle "Sound is Produced by Vibrat-

ing Material" in Relation to :Kental Ages. Ed.D., 1953, Boston

University. 124 pp. Library, BoSton University, Boston,- Massachu-

setts.

Problem or Problems.--The investigator, using a classroom demonstra-

tion- tenique, took the principle,- "Sound is produced by vibrating

material,fl and endeavored to discover at which grada-level in relation

to mental age the teacher may expect to get maximum learning.

Steps or ethodsic--(1) Secured administrative permission'tocnduct
study in schools elected. (2) Briefed the teachers on how they

might _assist in the_testing procedure. (-3)_-Administered_a. nre,,test

to the total population on the principle of sound. (4) the fourth

and. each were divided equally into two groups randomly.

(5) One half of the fourth grade was placed with one half of the

sixth grade forming a group called the experimental group. (6) The

remaining fourth and sixth grade pupils. were /placed in a group called

the control group.- (7) The experimental group witnessed the lecture-

demonstration on the principle, while the control group engaged in a

period of silent reading. (8) Both groups took a post -test, (9)

The total population was given the Otis rluick Scoring Mental Ability

Test Form Beta to establish their mental age. (10) Within a period

of three to four weeks a retest, identical to th-e post-test was given

to test retention in the experimental group, and to test any increase
,,Ir.o.y,g,prIA in knowledge of the principle in the control group.
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Sources of ta.--Experimental groups and control groups.

Statistical Treatment,...--Mean, standard deviation, coefficient of
correlatiol, Fisher "t", analysis of .variance and covariance, and

item analysis to etablish item difficulty for total test items.

!.illngs.--Statistioal analysis of the data indicates that the
alye level of 11-12 years is that point. where the nupils attain

masty ol-the test,. Concerning grade placement of the principle, 'the
.data. i:::dic*e that the pUpils of the fourth grade are not ready for
this instruction. It id possible that in an urban, fringe area'the'

fifty: grade pupils may-be ready for this principle. At the- sixth

grade.:level,' 57 percent of the pupils, after having seen the lecture-
demonstration on the principle of sound, mastered /the test. This in
dicates that these pupils 'are _ready for the instruction.

During the time lapse 'between the post-test and the re-test, it

was found that there was a significant increase in knowledge concern-
ing the -or incinle of sound., This is probably due to the pooling qf

experinc;r3 among the pupils, practice effect of the test. or infor-
mation co.lcerning the principle dUring the time-lapse. Therefore,

the investigator feels that, the retention of knowledge is good when

the lecture-demonstration method is used in teaching science by jorin-

cir,lcs.

PEDLOW, MARqARET ELEANOR. Techniques and Suggestions for Kodachivome

Slide Sequences That Can Be.Prepared by the High-School Biology
Teacher, Ed.M., 1953, Cornell University. 49 pp. Idbrary, Cornell
Univerf:Lty,. Ithaca, New York.

Probl _ oy, Problems.--To prepare suggestions on the use of Kodachrome
slides In the study of biology.

Steps or *ilethods.--The writer included in this paper the various
) technicues used in the field and the techniques that have been sug-

.

.

-gested by other nature and scientific photographers.

Sources of Data.--References and interviews.

Statistical Treatment.--None.

major Findings.--Sequences of Kodachrome slides-were-presented that

were helpfulin the teaching of biology. It was concluded:that-the--
material, if used properly in connection with laboratory work, field

trips, or class excursions, can be very useful in supplementing the
biology instruction.

ot;

PF*RHACH, kiD----,EW GEORGE. Materials land Equipment for Elementary 53110°1

Science. 19531 Illinois State Normal University. 55 pp. Li-

brary, Illinois State Normal University, Normal.
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Froblor. or ":-TobleMs.--To develop a list of science equipment and

.materials usefUl to school administratOre, supervisors, and teachers

in the development and maintenance. of a basic continuous elementary

science program.

Steps or ,;ethods.--(1) Recent literature related to problem was re-:

:2-).A specific list of science equipment and material was

prepa ',Ioed on each of eight widely used sdlente textbook series

and 7,3;:aho:ts manuals _published from 1940 to 1952. (3) A, composite

preferred list of items based_ on occurrence in four or more series,

and also on two level's, namely grades 1 to 6 and grades 7 and 8 was

prepared. (4) The findings of this study were compared to similar

studie a.:Id recommendations for their use were given.

Sour: .-Ga.--Reference books, -eeriodicals, textbooks, and

Statistical TPeatment.-1-None.

Findings.--The specific list of science equipment and materials

for each of 8 science series as well as the composite list of science

eqUipmant and materials for all 8 was developed. It can be used as

a check list in any school system attempting to work up an adequate

sup2ly of equipment and materials.

CHAFILES WALKER. relationships of Scien6e-and Democracy to

Education, Ed.D., 1953, Columbia University. Library, Teachers

College, Columbia University, New York, New York.,

:Problem or Problems.--What type of educational program will aid peo-

ple in becoming more democratic-scientific citizens?

Stens or i!iethods.--From reference books and periodicals, from con-

sultations with faculty members, and. from personal experience,

therc were proposed five criteria which described for the Stud, the

insttions of science and democracy. These criteria were compared

comb:.1, and used. as a basis for an educational 'philosophy and

methodology in science education.

Sources of Data.--Reference books and perLodicals.

Statistical Treatment.--None.

Findings.--It was concluded that the criteria, which for the

study described the institutions of science and democracy, were

fundamentally complementary and supplementary., Further, these cri-

teria could be and were combined and used as a basis for an educa-

tionl philosophy and methodology of science-education.

********

YLE, JEAN GILMORE. ylaterials on. Fish and Fisheries-Management

Published by the United States Government'and the States -- Mith

Annotations and DiscussiOns of Suitability for Use by Persons
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Without Technical Training and for Use in Children's Camoin 7-1rrame

M.A. , 1953, Cornell University. 104 pp. Library, Cornell T.ni-rsity

Ithaca, New York.

Problem or Problems.--(1). To list available free or low cost mater-

ials on fish, fisheries, farm ponds, and fish management. (2) To

discuss the material in terms of its usability by the layman and in

a camp program.

Steps or Methods.--A survey of Conservation and Extension Depa2ttents

was made by a questionnaire on a double-fold nestcard. Reference

materials were studied. Analyses were made to secure L--LAta.::Tn

Sources of Data. -- reference books, periodicals, and (1,L#,,,L,10

Statistical Treatment.--None.

Major Findings.-;-The conservation of fish is a job in which everyone

can take part. It is nossible to read about fish, study about them,

take a guided field trip and do many other things to understand and

to help in management and conservation practices. Many nersons in-

cluding children can help make our streams, lakes, ponds better for

fish and for the recreation of fishing. There are a very large

number of publications that can be of assistance in programs of this

type.

********

RAY. SISTER M., AMADEUS. Nationwide Status of the Integrated Course

in .physical Science. Ed.M., 1953, Boston University. 34 pn. Librar

Bostor University, Boston, Massachusetts.

Proolem 3r PrOblems.--The purpose of this study is to present an
accurate account of the status of the integrated course in nhysical

scnce In senior high schools throughout the United States.

Ste-):.3. ,ods.--Teachers of physical science from LO ,schools in
cities a population of 5,000-and over contributed information.

3)1:'niminary request of every State department of education Ln the

Uni, F.-es for names of cities kiqown to teach this subject yielded

ress .2'om 24 States. Questionnaires were bent to schools suggest-

ed' by tr.. Departments. These data were tabulated.andnalyzed. ,

SOU2CCZ of Data.--Questionnaires.

Statistical Treatment.--Comparison of.frequencies.

Major Findings.--One hundred secondary schools-were contacted and

severity responded: fOrty offered ..the courses and thirty were not

offering it. The names of the schools were listed; the numbers of
uttpils taking the "subject Etre given; the total school membership is

given. Titles, time allotted, grade level'occurrence, number and

lenths of laboratory periods, and registration of students -in other
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previous or concurrent science courses are given. Topics covered

by the courses are analyzed. A list of all the textbooks used is

included.

There seems to be a definite increase in the number of physi-

cal ience courses .offered; more pupils are taking the course. In

som. it is not always a substitute for traditional courses

in or level science, although it is usually the non-college pre-
paratbry student who is enrolled.

SACHS, NELSON. A Program of Requirements and An Instrument

for AiDpraisal of Science Facilities in Elementary and-Junior High

Schools in New York City. Ed.D., 1953, Columbia. University.
Library, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, New York.

Problem or Probl'ems.--To formulate a justifiable program for pro-
viding needed science facilities for science education in the ele-
mentary and junior high schools in a Manhattan area in the vicinity

of Columbia University.

or li.ethods.--(1) Estimated future elementary and junior high

sch:,ol enrollment trends. (2) Appraised community and neighborhood
characteristics, including housing, socio-civic, recreational, cul-
tural, and related factors. (3) Determined the nature of el:tent of

facilities for science education in tae existing school plant. (4)

DEN6loped a check List and rating scale to evaluate the adequacy and

suitability of science facilities in the existing school plant. (5)

Applied these standards to determine the condition of science f-,cil-

ities in the existing school plant, the need for modernizatil,
placement, new construction. (6) Formulated a policy for
with reference to needed 'facilities for an effective program fo-:
gmle,m,e_ education. (7) Developed a program of requirements t.o meet

the needs of the present and estimated future enrollment for a well-

rounded science program. (8) Indicated the application of this sur-
vey method to determine present and future needs in science education
in other geographic areas.

Sources of Data.--Inspections, interviews, expert judgments, ques-
tionnaires, reference books, periodicals, textbooks, and courses of

study.

Statistical Treatment.--None.

Major Findings.--(1) The majority of schools in the pilbt stud3,, were
inadequately equipped for a program in science education. (2) An

instrument for evaluation was prepared which may be applied to the
total elementary and junior high'school plant.

******4;*

SCHROETER, ELIZABFTH ARLENE. Earth Science in the Secondary Schools.
D.Ped., 1953, University .of Toronto. 436 pp. Library, University
of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

61,
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Problom or Problems. ---(1) what concepts and topics of earth science
are i,Lportant enough to be included in the secondary school science

program? (2) What materials for the development of earth science.

concepts and topics are available to science students of the secon-

dary schools? (3) What should be the earth scienca program of the

seccnry schools?

Sters or i,iethods.--(1) Topics and concepts of 30 sources were eval-

uatd by '127 science- teachers, school administrators, and scientist

from all parts of the U.S.A. and Canada. This resulted in 10 topic

and 57 concepts of importance for secondary schools. (2) Courses c

stuy and textbooks of 164 representative California secondary

schools were analyzed for the evaluated topics and concepts. (3)

Earth science problems in the above 30 sources were evaluated by

three science men. Topics, concepts, and problems were embodied it

a framework for an earth science.course of study for secondary

schools.

Oiii 72 Data.-Referente bOoks, periodicals, textbooks, courses
of L7-;- j expert judgments, and questionnaires.

Statial Treatment. -=- -Mean, standard deviation, coefficient of
correlation, critical ratio, and domparison of frequencies.

.::dings. --- -There are many earth science concepts suitable for
inclusion in the secondary school program. There is considerable
variation in the extent of the earth science program in the secon-

dary schools of California. ,The earth science program of the
California secondary schools is concentrated in the junior high
school grades. Sixty percent of the California science textbooks

contain some earth science material. Ten topics, 57 concepts, and

.908 nroblems rated important for secondary schools were embodied
in csn earth science framework developed as a part of this study.

********

SILVAN, JAMES C. The Problem-Approach in Science Education. Ed.D;

1955; Columbia University. 134 pp. Library, Teachers College,
Columbia Tiniversity, New York, New York.

Problem or Problems.--To show the advantages of the problem approac
and to suggest methods of locating problems which can be used in a
general education course in college biology.

Stef): or Methods.--(1) Examination of general education philosophy.
(2) Examination and statement of an approach to subject matter
selection. (3) Presentation of illustrative materials from ento-

mology.

Sources of Data.--Reference books, periodicals, courses of study,
Government repOrts, commercial advertising, personal correspondence
and interviews.

Statistical Treatment.--None
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Majc2 .,ndings.--It is possible to present fundamental and major
areas in ')iology through the probleth approach. It is.recommended
that (.1) an analysis of problem areas be made by the instructor
and/or ,class and (2) sti::dentls questions be used in locating and

defining problems.

********

SIMON, HARY, ARNOLD. A Basic Philosophy Of Science Education and

Its Application in Biology Teaching. .Ed.M., 1553 Cornell Univer-
sity. 87 DD. Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

Probl, Problems.--To study the relationships of,a basic philo-
sophy f science education to science instruction in the classroom.

Stems or Methods.--Survey of the literature in tne area and a ques-

tionnc.,11 sent to 100 biology teachers in the State of New York.

Sources of Data.--Questionnaires.

Statistical Treatment.--Percentage..

Findings.--(1) Teachers having smaller classes, teaching in
rur-1 schools, and having fewer years of teaching experience tended
tc ::.ere conservative methods of teaching. These same teachers,

.,-:ended to stress the more progressive concepts. (2) There

Lee',..,,c to be no relationship between the use of progressive methods
and 'ihe stressing of progressive concepts. However, there was a
relationship between progressive concepts and evaluation of methods.
Those teachers who stresvd- the more progressive concepts tended to
evaluate progressive methods as effective and conservative methods
as not effective.

SUMMERER, KENNETH H. An Investigation of the New Yorqc. Regents Fxam-

'inations in 1,hysics for January 25, 1949, and June 21, 1949. M,A.,

1953, University of Michigan. 310 pp. Library,. University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Problem or Problems.--TO, item analyze and evaluate 1,682 completed
and :,m(ed Rtents Examinations of the University of the State of

Ni pr?pared for physics for January. 25, 1949, and 2,142 pre-
pared for phLrsics for June 21, 1949.

Stec or 7..ethods.-1-The Regents Examinations are divided into two
part: Part is made up of 50 objective-type questions, Part II
is also made up of 50 points but essay type questions were used The

number of right answers obtained by .the students on'the odd queLions
of Part I were compared with the even scores on.Part I to obtain the
coefficient of reliability. The total score obtained on Part I 'Tis
compared with the score obtained on Part II to, obtain reliability of
the whole test and was termed Coefficient of consistency. The valid-
ity of the examinations was deterMined by comparing the scores made

4
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by studes on the entire test 7fith those made on certain sections

of tb.L. ::.L7; which were considered to measure the major objectives of

scionc.,c c;ucation.

of Data:--Examinations.

mreatment.--Coefficient of Correlation.

.--ir.,f;.ings.--The data failed to show that the Regents Examina-

tto:-.:: .11 -,..ysics for the dates listed are reliable, consistent, or

val-,
********

D3OTHY. Junior Museums with Special Reference to .Bridgeport

Connecticut's Wonder Workshop Junior Museum, M.S., 1953, Cornell

University, 40 pp. Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, New Yc7.1c.,

Prolp.... or Problems.--To present _the purposes and operation of jUnio

museLus with suggestions for their future developTient.

Steo3 or Yiethods.--Search of the literature in the field and a care-

ful :t.udy of Wonder Workshop Junior Museum in BridgePort,-Connecticu

Soul'cc:: of Data.--Interviews.

Stat EGical Treatment.--None.

Of Findings.--Junior Museums are highly specialized, but they can

:provide an .exceptional educational opportunity for children during

the child's leisure hours.

*31-******-

TELFER, RICHARD GREENWELL. An Investigation of the_ New York State

Regents Examinations,in Physics for June 20, 1950, M.A., 1953,

University of Michigan. 174 pp. Library, University of Michigan,

Itnn Arbor.

.,e< 7roblems.--Tcvitem analyze 'and evaluate 2035 completed

gents Examinations of the University of the State of

Ne: 1crk in physics. TheSe examinations were prepared for June 20,

1953.

Steps or Methods.--(a Tallying the scores on the physics examinatio

(2) Summarizing the results of the tallies. (3) A determination of

the reliability of the examinations. .(4) A determination of the

validity of the-examinations. (5) A check of the areas in the sylla

bus with which the examination deals. (6) An item analysis of,the

.exatlons. (7) An .analysis of the scoring problems. (8) Summary

conclusions, and recommendations.

Sources Of Data.--Actual examinations.

Statistical Treatment.--Standard deviation, coefficient of correla-

tion, and Chi square.

aworspromvpromatrott
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Major Fine.--Thei data in the computations fail to show that the
Regent:' 'nationsl in Physics for June 20, 1950 are reliable,
consis 3'2 vatic to a high degree. It is generally suggested
that ta oxaminatio s be retained and modified; also.. that a study be
made to'improve rel ability and validity. A scoring key would be
most valuable if p,ovided

VIN IYG, HIJBFRT lilAYO. A Survey of the Opportunities For Outdoor
Teach to Enrich the Study of Biology for Junior and Senior High
School 7' at the Viewpoint School, Amenia, New York. Ed.M.,
1953, '.university. 51 pp. Library, Cornell University,
Ithaca c! York.

Problem or II:.oblems.--To present some of the opportunities for the
study of bioJ_ozy in the natural settings near Viewpoint School,
Amenia, Now York.

Stens or ethods.--Field survey of school .property and nearby areas.

Sources of Data.--Courses of study and field study.

Statist:.cal Treatment.--None.

Major outdoor experiences suggested. for enriching the
study of )cloy emphasized the study of lower forms of plant life,
wild flov, 7is, trees, shrubs, birds, mammals, and insects. The pro-
posed fie =d trips were classified as to the season beginning with
the fall and progressing to the spring. A Nature Club is recommended.

TIHITE, CHESTFR .,AYMOND. A Study of Approach-Avoidance Behavior in
Relation to Scholastic Accomplishment in Natural'Science Study.
Ed.D., 1953, University of Pittsburgh. Library, University of Pitts-
burgh, 1:"..ttsburgh, Pennsylvania.

roblem 7).z.oblems.--What is the association between the student's
evaluation of science as a subject of study and his accomplishment
after study?

Steps 'or Methods.-,-Measures of accomplishment in science study,
general men'yll ability, and the student's evaluation of science as
an academic study were, secured. The measures were studied statis-
tically in inter- and multiple-correlation and factoral procedures.

Sources of Data.--Experimental group, questionnaires, and standard
tests.

Statistical Treatment.--Mean, median, standard deviation, coefficient
of correlation, critical ratio', Chi square, comparison of frequencies
and analysis of variance and. covariance.
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.eejor 'i;lindings.--Evaluation of science as a study is a factor that
is related to accomplishment and operates in conjunction with mental
ability both positively and negatively. On, the same levels of mental
ability, relative evaluation of science as a subject of study appear;

influence accomplishment accordingly. On the same levels of
Ile.; evaluation accomplishment varies with the levels of mental

aeLLet. This indicates that mentalability is a limiting factor an
seince-value a delimiting factor in accomplishment.

********

'TH=H',,AD, OREN WENDELL. An Investigation of Selected Factors Re-

lated the Professional. Status of the Science Teachers in the Four-
Ye e_ecl-edited High Schools of Texas for the School Year 1952-53.

North Texas State College. 90 pp. Library, North Texas
-jellege, Denton.

Problem or Problems.--(1) What is the background of the science tea-
chers with respect .to academic and na-ofessional training? (2) what

degrees do the science teachers hold and what is the relationship of
the degree held to the training received? (3) what kind of certifi-
cation does the science teacher have? (4) What is the status of the
sci,)nce teachers with respect to the subject matter preparation and

eoerses taught in the school year 1952-53? (5) that is the
ei-1 position of the teachers with respect to assignments for
,cnool year 1952-53? (6) What is the status of the science tea-

cneeee .ith respect to experience and tenure in teaching science?

(7) That is the status of the science teachers with respect to mem-
bers:lip in professional or learned societies? (8) What are the

trends and tendencies with respect to the status of the science tea-

chers? (9) How does the status of the high school science teachers

of Texas compare with the status of high school science teachers in
other States and the nation as a whole? ///

SteJs or Methods.--The data concerning student enrollment in high
scheols were taken from the 1952-53 Public School Directory of Texas.

D.!-; concerning' the qualifications of the science teachers in the

Se.' -ere taken from questionnaires submitted to a selected group
of -,eiors in accredited high schools. Additional data were taken
from related studies. These data were categorized and analyzed to
ans-;er the questions noted in the statement of the problem(

JeL of Data.--Questionnaires and Department of Education Records,

Sea7,ist'cal Treatment.--Mean and range.

.al or Findin, s -(1) There is a shortage of dom.oetent science teacher

Ln Texas. l 2 Science training in the smaller high schools is below
tee standard of that found in the larger high schools. (3) Young

,:Jho become interested in science either in high school or in
jo, should be encouraged to enter the field of science teaching.

(4) school administrators should take whatever measure's are available

to them to retain the same science teachers within their schools.
(5) The. responsible agency or agencies should take measures to meet
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financial C_r:.psptition. (6) Teachers who seek an advanced degree,

should ccnsa.der the field or fields in which they teach. (7) The

present 3er-;t fication requirements do not in any way assure tha-:

those .cb.D tacl-, science will have had adequate training in science.

**it*****

100D3UP1T , JOHN HENRY. Encouraging Future Scientists: Available

lsiaterials and Services. Non-thesis, 1953, National Science Teachers

Association. Future Scientists of America Foundation, 1201 Sixteent.

Street, V., Washington 6, D. C.

2roblems.--What are the sponsored incentive programs and

career cs:ddance materials and services designed 'Co encourage more

high E:;hool boys and girls to stay in the paths that can lead to en-

gineer1nR: and scientific careers?

Steps .:E ;:-gods. -- -An inventory form :, - prepared by selected profession-

al ,:as distributed to industrial .organizations and education-

al inE:::.,atIons and through notices in trade and professional Journal

Sponsof.s were invited to submit detail's In programs and materials

being:Ide available.

Sources s,f - -Questionnaires.

'4a or Findini:,s.--A bibliography of sponsored programs and materials

designed to provide information on scientific careers was nrepared.

**2.'*****

WOODBURN, JOHN HENRY. Encouraging Future Scientists: The Situation.

Non- thesis , 1953, National Science Teachers Association. 18 pp.

Future Scientistssof America Foundation, 1201 Sixteenth Street,

'qashinton 6, D.G.

Problems.--To secure teachers' opinions and experiences

with sponsored engineering and scientific career guidance materials

and services.

Steps ethods. - -A questionnaire was prepared and distributed to

high school science teachers. The 455 usable replies were tabulated

and the summary report prepared.

Sources of Data.--Questionnaires.

Statistical Treatment.--None.

f'4.1.:,.--Science teachers did not know about many career
guidane ,:,a-Jerials that ?Were readily available. Teachers Tlelcomed

such career guidance materials, services and incentive programs.

They T-re not being informed of the availability Of'such items. Co-

Tgith industry does offer science teachers many materials

and-svices that. aid in .maintaining their own enthusiasm and train-

ing, and in arousing student interest in engineering and scientific
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An. Additional 1952. Study

ANDFFI'z7 , TED F. and BREUKELMAN, JOHN. Biology Requirements in the

General _ducation.Programs of Some Midwestern Colleges and-Univer-

sities.- Ykon-thesis, 1952; State Teachers College. 5 pp. Author,

State 'i'clacher's College, Emporia, Kansas.

Problem or ?roblems.--To obtain certain information about biology

requirements in general education programs -- number of hours credit,

year tauht, size of classes,. laboratory. or not, open to .biology

majors r:.:nors, approach, and emphasis.

Steps J. ,moods.--Questionnaires were sent to 189 colleges and

univelltics. There were returns from 152.

Sources of Data.--c;uestionnaires.

qtatisteal Treatment. ---None.

Ufa or _s.,--Biology is more commonly required in teachers.col-

leLez In liberal arts colleges. Usually six or more semester

hours 2equi'fed-in liberal arts Colleges; five or six in teachers

colleEse3. It is taught mostly to freshmen and sophomores. Separate

courses are more common in teachers colleges. Principles approach

is predominant. Animals are emphasized more than plants.

An Additional 1951 Study

JGHTS, RO3FRT. Elementary Science Experiments - A Method of

procedures. M.S.Ed. , 1951, Illinois State Normal Universit,y

78 pp. Library, Illinois State Normal University, Normal.

Proble.r. or Problems.--(1) To illustrate the planning of experimental

proceaures that will be in accord with desirable characteristics.

(2) To formulate a plan of writing experimental procedures so as to

be of greatest value to classroom teachers.

Steps or Methods.--(1) Air Pollution As a Problem of Major Concern

was selected to illustrate the objectives of the study. (2) The

literature was searched for information concerning this problem.

(3) SecLfic topics under this general problem were selected' in

which it eemed an experiment might aid in clarification. (LL) An

experimental procedure was deVised, subjected to trial, results

evaluated according to the characteristics proposed and acceptable

nroceC,ures formulated for use by classroom teachers. (5) The ex-

nefim;.ntal procedures worked out involved a model cottrell electri-

cal precipitator, the effect on plant growth of reduced life inten-

_Lzy, and cloud and fog formation and its relationship to air Dol-
,

Sources of. Data.--Experimental groups and control groups.



Statistical Treatment.--None.

ivajor Findings.--(1) A method of careful planning of science acti-

yicies related, to air pollution and specific direction for ,rpeat-

ing these activities are prepared as resource material for classroom

teachers.

********


